Getting to Know Our Class
How old are you?

Hop on one foot to show your age.
How many people live in your home?

Do jumping jacks to show the number.
What color do you like best?

Hold up this number of fingers:

1 - red
2 - orange
3 - yellow
4 - green
5 - blue
6 - purple
7 - pink
8 - gray
9 - black
Do you have any pets?
Stand up if your answer is no. Sit down if your answer is yes.
What food do you like best?

Hold up this number of fingers:

1 - pizza  2 - pancakes  3 - cereal
4 - hamburgers  5 - chicken nuggets  6 - cheese
7 - strawberries  8 - grapes  9 - bananas
Do you have any sisters?

Face the screen if your answer is yes. Turn away if your answer is no.
Do you have any brothers?

Face the screen if your answer is yes. Turn away if your answer is no.
What do you like best about school?

Hold up this number of fingers:

1 - reading  2 - recess  3 - math
4 - writing  5 - lunch   6 - science
7 - art     8 - p.e.   9 - music  10 - my friends
Do you like to do art?

Hop on one foot if your answer is yes. Sit down if your answer is no.
Do you like to dance?

Touch your toes if your answer is yes.
Stand up straight if your answer is no.
Do you like to play sports?

Turn in circles if your answer is yes.
Sit down if your answer is no.
Do you like to sing?

Put your hands on your head if your answer is yes.
Sit down if your answer is no.